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Series on 
“Research Reports”

by Erlendur Haraldsson and Godwin Samararatne

Children Who Speak of Memories of 
   a Previous Life as a Buddhist Monk:

Three New Cases (11)
The Case of Gamage Ruvan Tharanga Perera’s 

Previous Life as A Monk (5)

   Excerpt of Last Issue
Ruvan was born in August 1987, and started to speak of a 

previous life when he was 2 years old. He stated that he had been 

a monk living in the Pitumpe monastery.

Ruvan said that this monastery was in Padukka, which is 

some 20 miles to the south of their home. Ruvan also stated that 

there was a monkey in the temple which was made of clay. The 

unexpected verification by the two authors of his very specific 

statement that there was in the Pitumpe temple a monkey made of 

clay was seen as evidence that Ruvan had lived in this place.

Ruvan’s mother stated that he had been talking about a 

Pitumpe monastery almost from the time he started to speak, 

and was keen to become a monk. He did not ask for toys, only for 

pictures of the Buddha, which he collected lovingly. 

Later on, a local reporter, Laksman Vithana, learnt about the 

case, interviewed Ruvan and his parents, and published a report 

in the newspaper Lankadeepa   on   November   3,   1993,   when 

Ruvan was six years old. In this report some of Ruvan’s 

statements were published. They are particularly important 

as they were published before attempts were made to learn 

whether his statements regarding the Pitumpe monastery could 

be verified. 

A next-door neighbour, Mrs Karuna Wijeman, knew Ruvan from his 

birth. According to her, he started at the age of two to speak of a life 

as a monk. Another neighbour, Mrs Puspa Ranjani, also knew Ruvan 

from early childhood. He then talked about having lived in Pitumpe, and 

about being a monk.

Gamage Ruvan Tharanga

Wearing His Favorite Robes
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Attempts at 
Verification of the Case

One of the interesting features of this case is 

that some of Ruvan’s state ments were published 

before an attempt was made to find a person 

who fitted Ruvan’s story. Hence it is of crucial 

importance to find out whether Ruvan might in 

normal ways have acquired knowledge about 

the Pitumpe monastery and the clay monkey in 

the temple. We failed to find such a normal way, 

both for the name of Pitumpe temple, and for the 

fact that there was a monkey made of clay in this 

temple. The monkey was in a scene that depicted 

Buddha’s passing away. Statues of monkeys are 

almost never found in temples, as far as we have 

been able to ascertain.

The statement that there were frescoes and 

wall-paintings in the Pitumpe temple is also correct. 

However, such wall-paintings and frescoes are not 

uncommon in temples but those in Pitumpe are of 

unusual beauty for a temple of such a small size. 

They were built and painted at the initiative of Ven. 

Pannasekhara.

The statements about leading the flower 

offering ceremonies, organizing processions in the 

temple, and motivating people towards meritorious 

living, would fit the life of any abbot who is actively 

engaged in promoting Buddhism among the public, 

which some (but far from all) abbots do.

We were able to trace a younger sister of Ven. 

Pannasekhara, now 91. She had been a vegetarian all 

her life. Furthermore, she told us that her parents had 

been very religious; they had also been vegetarians 

for religious reasons, which is rare in Sri Lanka. They 

had been in close contact with a nearby temple, Sri 

Pushparamaya (the family still is), and had given her 

brother to that monastery when he was ten years old. 

Her brother, at least as long as he lived with his family, 

had also been a vegetarian.

Of Ruvan’s eight statements (see Table 6) one is 

incorrect.3 There were 3—4 and not six monks living in 

the Pitumpe temple, not counting the child novices. If 

the child monks are included Ruvan may have been 

right. At present there are four child novices in Pitumpe 

and one monk.

________________________________________________

Note 3:It should be noted that we are here only 

considering statements that were definitely made 

before the case was considered ‘solved’by Ruvan’s 

parents. There are also further statements that fit 

Pannasekhara, but we exclude them as they may 

have arisen out of contamination with knowledge 

of Pannasekhara’s life by persons around Ruvan or 

by Ruvan himself, after he became associated with 

Pannasekhara.

The Abbot Ganihigama 
Pannasekhara

The monk that Ruvan is believed to be referring 

to is Ven. Ganihigama Pannasekhara. He was born 

in April 1902, became a monk in the Amarapura sect 

and lived in the latter part of his life in the small 

and unimportant Pitumpe monastery. In 1972 he 

was appointed sanghanayaka (chief abbot) over the 

whole Colombo district. This was a great honour and 

recognition by the authorities of his spiritual and 

leadership qualities. Thus he came to participate 

in many important official functions, religious and 

otherwise, where he was bound to meet other leading 

clerics of the nation. Ruvan’s statements that he led 

flower pujas and processions and motivated people 

towards a meritorious life seem a fitting description. 

Ganihigama Pannasek hara died January 9,1986. 

Ruvan was born 17 months later, August 2,1987.

The Ven. Pannagula 
Nanavasa

  The Ven. Pannasekhara is not the only candidate 

for Ruvan’s previous personality. Some monks 

involved with the case have considered the possibility 

that Ruvan is referring to Ven. Nanavasa, who stayed 

in Pitumpe for two years, disrobed and died two 

years later in January 1986, then still a young man. 
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However, his personality differed widely from Ven. 

Pannasekhara. His relatives described him as shy, an 

average pupil in school, and not particularly good at 

chanting. In addition he does not seem to have been 

deeply committed to Buddhism (as Ruvan is) as he 

abandoned his life as a monk.

Summary of the Case

  Ruvan displayed no recognitions of persons, 

and his statements are few and not specific enough 

to point clearly to any previous personality. Only by 

the method of exclusion does Ven. Pannasekhara 

become a better fit for Ruvan’s statements than other 

monks who have lived in Pitumpe in recent times. 

Ruvan’s personality resembles Ven. Pannasekhara in 

that his life is strongly oriented towards Buddhism; 

he has distinct leadership qualities (even in school 

he organized religious services) and he also enjoys 

chanting in public and does it with ease.

Table 8
Chronology of the Case of Ruvan Perera

Ven. Ganihigama Pannasekhara

1902 Born in Ganihigama as I. D. Julis.

1912 Entered a monastery as novice.

1972
Appointed sanghanayaka at 
Pitumpe temple.

January 9, 1986 Died at Pitumpe temple.

Gamage Ruvan Tharanga Perera

August 2, 1987 Born in Horana.

Late 1989 Starts talk of previous life.

January 1991 Enters pre-school in Dombagoda.

January 1993
Enters Keselheneva Junior 
School.

November 3, 1993 Case published in Lankadeepa.

November 7, 1993
Monks from Pitumpe visit Ruvan. 
Case ‘solved’.

November 10, 1993 Second report in Lankadeepa.

December 1, 1995
First investigation by Erlendur 
Haraldsson and Godwin 
Samararatne.

August 9, 1996
Enters the Raigama P. 
S. Pushparamaya Vihara 
(monastery).

  Sri Lankan Buddhists have a fairly distinct image 

of the characteristics of the ideal monk; serenity, 

composure, and harmlessness (in extreme cases 

this is exemplified by vegetarianism). Some monks 

are committed to serve the public, conduct religious 

activities and encourage people to meritorious 

living. Even as a child Ruvan seems to have these 

characteristics. Some persons were also impressed 

by how well he knew how to carry monks’ robes. The 

behavioural features are prominent in this case and 

they are what primarily lead laymen and some monks 

to accept Ruvan as a reincarnation of a monk.

  Is there another obvious explanation of how 

Ruvan’s behavioural characteristics could have 

developed at such an early age? Where could he 

have picked up and identified with the image of the 

ideal monk? He was not brought up in a religious 

family, nor were there monks in his extended family 

or among his neighbours. He apparently received 

no support (and perhaps even resistance) from his 

family, but early on found his way to people who 

shared his religious commitment. We find no easy 

explanation for his unusual and distinct behavioural 

characteristics which are so atypical for a child....…… 

(To Be Continued)

The Previous Life 
of Gamage Ruvan 
Tharanga

The Birth of Gamage 
Ruvan Tharanga
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Handbook 1

Life

By Sue Brayne and 
Dr Peter Fenwick

End - of - Life Experiences:
A Guide for Carers of the Dying (3)

The Life Enlightenment Charity Foundation Limited hereby acknowledges the kind authorization, with 

a written permission, by the two authors to publish their following two publications in our English and 

Chinese bilingual magazine “Life Enlightenment” for a wider circulation to the general public, namely: 

(1)       Nearing the End of Life: A Guide for Relatives and Friends of the Dying;

(2)      End-of-Life Experiences: A Guide for Carers of the Dying.

Sue Brayne MA, Post Grad Dip Couns, PGCE

Sue Brayne originally qualified as a State Registered Nurse. She went onto 

train as a Life, Death, and Transition Facilitator with the Elizabeth Kubler-

Ross Foundation. After completing an MA in the Rhetoric and Rituals of 

Death in 2001, Sue began working with Dr Peter Fenwick as a Honorary 

Researcher into end-of-life experiences. She has several academic papers 

published on end-of-life experiences and provides educational workshops 

for carers, relatives and friends on the dying experience and spiritual 

aspects of the end-of-life care. Sue is also a psychotherapist, specializing in 

trauma and bereavement work, and is a trained Further Education teacher.

Short Introduction of Both Authors
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HOW DO YOU KNOW ELEs ARE 
NOT JUST DRUG-INDUCED 

HALLUCINATIONS OR DEMENTIA?

  Once you know about ELEs, the difference 

between    genuine    ELEs    and    drug-induced 

hallucinations is usually fairly clear.

People    who    exper ience    drug- induced 

hallucinations describe them as annoying rather than 

particularly frightening.

These hallucinations can include seeing animals 

walking around on the floor, children running in and 

out of the room, devils or dragons dancing in the light, 

insects moving in wall-paper, or mistaking something 

on the carpet for a pattern.

Carers tell of patients and residents ‘plucking’ 

at the air, and shivering. Hallucinations like this can 

often be controlled by a change of medication.

In contrast, Transpersonal and Final Meaning 

ELEs usually arise in clear consciousness and seem 

to be powerful subjective experiences with profound 

personal meaning for those who experience them, as 

well as for relatives and carers.

Both categories of ELEs help to ease the person’s 

manner of parting, as well as often providing comfort 

for distressed relatives.

A palliative care nurse explained how she 
perceives the difference:

[With drug-induced hallucinations] you see 

people going down to pick up things they can see 

crawling and that can happen over a couple of years. 

But…when you get a sense of this real inner peace, 

it feels more spiritual than hallucinations do. It’s a 

different thing altogether.

Dr Peter Fenwick BA (Cantab), MBBChir (Cantab), FRCPsych

Dr Peter Fenwick is a Fellow of the Royal College of Psychiatrists and has 

worked mainly in the field of neuropsychiatry and epilepsy. He has held 

Consultant posts at St Thomas’s Hospital, the Westminster Hospital and 

for many years at the Maudsley Hospital and Kings College Institute of 

Psychiatry, the Radcliffe Infirmary in Oxford, and now at the Department of 

Neuropsychiatry at Southampton University. Currently, he is the Honorary 

Clinical Consultant neurophysiologist at Broadmoor Hospital, and Honorary 

Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Psychiatry, University of Southampton, 

UK. He has a long standing interest in End-of-Life Experiences (ELEs), 

as well as in Near-Death Experiences (NDEs), and featured in the 

first UK documentary film shown on NDEs in 1987.He is now leading a 

multi-disciplinary project, researching End-of-Life Experiences and their 

importance for the dying and the bereaved.
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Therefore, it is important to bear in mind that 

when a dying person appears to be incoherent, he or 

she may be in the process of coming to terms with a 

powerful subjective experience within their confusion.

It is down to the carer to be sensitive to this, and 

not to dismiss it out of hand.

Research suggests that Transpersonal and Final 

meaning ELEs can act as predictors for impending 

death.

When a person engages in ‘Granny-visiting’ 

talk, such as speaking of seeing dead relatives, or 

friends from childhood, religious figures, or animals 

they once owned, or they experience other-worldly 

people, it can be an indication that death is nearing, 

possibly within days or weeks.

Similarly, when a patient or elderly resident 

expresses the need to put their affairs in order, or 

becomes unexpectedly lucid for a few hours, or a few 

days, it can also signify the approach of death.

Learning to recognize ‘the language and 

behaviour of dying’, you can become alert to the 

needs of the patient.

WHY ARE ELEs IMPORTANT TO 
THE DYING PROCESS?

Perhaps they want to tell you something they 

have never spoken about before. Perhaps they want 

someone to sit with them as their time approaches. 

Perhaps they want to say goodbye to family, but are 

too ill or frightened to express that.

You can help the people you care for by being 

open with them, allowing them to talk about their fears.

Or you can take the practical approach of helping 

them to fulfill any last wishes.

Alternatively, if they wish, you may be able to 

arrange for someone to come and sit with the person 

during their last hours and days.

It’s the strange dream, it’s Granny 

visiting. It’s the transition that once 

‘Granny’ has visited, or whatever, I 

know then they are almost certainly 

going to be peaceful as they let go of 

this physical world, and they have got 

this peace to look forward to what’s 

next.

PALLIATIVE CARE NURSE
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WHAT TO SAY, AND HOW TO SAY IT 

  It’s understandable that those working with the 

dying might fear causing upset by saying the wrong 

thing.

At the best of times, death is a difficult subject to 

talk about, unless of course the person has come to 

terms with the end of his or her life.

So, when you know or suspect someone is 

frightened of dying, how do you broach the subject?

There is no rigid formula to this.

Everyone needs to be treated individually, which 

means exercising sensitivity, and being open and 

courageous in exploring the best approach.

Sometimes people make it easy for us.

They may, for example, report an ELE, which can 

allow you to engage with them about their readiness 

to die.

If this happens, it is important for you to listen to 

them without judgment. This is their dying process, 

and it is not for you to question or belittle their 

experience.

Encourage them to describe what or who they 

have seen, and ask them questions. Normalizing 

the experience helps the person to become more 

receptive to their dying process.

So be interested and curious, rather than 

incredulous or dismissive.

...... (To be Continued)

He was going unconscious. When I 

looked at him, he was looking fixedly 

at something in front of him. A smile 

of recognition spread slowly over his 

face, as if he was greeting someone. 

Then he relaxed peacefully and died.

DR PETER FENWICK

Dr Peter Fenwick and Sue Brayne
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Handbook 2

Life

By Sue Brayne and
Dr Peter Fenwick

Nearing the End of Life  :

A Guide for 
Relatives and Friends of the Dying (3)

The Life Enlightenment Charity Foundation Limited hereby acknowledges the kind authorization, with 

a written permission, by the two authors to publish their following two publications in our English and 

Chinese bilingual magazine “Life Enlightenment” for a wider circulation to the general public, namely: 

(1)       Nearing the End of Life: A Guide for Relatives and Friends of the Dying;

(2)      End-of-Life Experiences: A Guide for Carers of the Dying.

Sue Brayne MA, Post Grad Dip Couns, PGCE

Sue Brayne originally qualified as a State Registered Nurse. She went onto 

train as a Life, Death, and Transition Facilitator with the Elizabeth Kubler-Ross 

Foundation. After completing an MA in the Rhetoric and Rituals of Death in 

2001, Sue began working with Dr Peter Fenwick as a Honorary Researcher 

into end-of-life experiences. She has several academic papers published 

on end-of-life experiences and provides educational workshops for carers, 

relatives and friends on the dying experience and spiritual aspects of the 

end-of-life care. Sue is also a psychotherapist, specializing in trauma and 

bereavement work, and is a trained Further Education teacher.

Short Introduction of Both Authors
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Dr Peter Fenwick BA (Cantab), MBBChir (Cantab), FRCPsych

Dr Peter Fenwick is a Fellow of the Royal College of Psychiatrists 

and has worked mainly in the field of neuropsychiatry and 

epilepsy. He has held Consultant posts at St Thomas’s 

Hospital, the Westminster Hospital and for many years at the 

Maudsley Hospital and Kings College Institute of Psychiatry, 

the Radcliffe Infirmary in Oxford, and now at the Department of 

Neuropsychiatry at Southampton University. Currently, he is the 

Honorary Clinical Consultant neurophysiologist at Broadmoor 

Hospital, and Honorary Senior Lecturer at the Institute of 

Psychiatry, University of Southampton, UK. He has a long 

standing interest in End-of-Life Experiences (ELEs), as well as 

in Near-Death Experiences (NDEs), and featured in the first UK 

documentary film shown on NDEs in 1987.He is now leading a 

multi-disciplinary project, researching End-of-Life Experiences 

and their importance for the dying and the bereaved.

THE DYING PROCESS

  There are certain signs that indicate when illness 

or old age has tipped into a preparation for death.

Physical changes: The changes are part of the ageing 

process. The skin can become paper-thin and pale, 

with dark liver spots appearing on hands, feet and 

face. Hair can also thin and the person may shrink in 

stature. Teeth can discolour or develop dark stains.

Their external world begins to diminish - until the 

dying person no longer wants to leave the house or 

their bed.

Increased sleep: The person begins to sleep for long 

periods. This can be distressing for relatives, but it’s 

important to understand that physical exertion for 

someone approaching death is exhausting, and for 

the moment, all effort is being put into staying alive. 

Nearer the end, they may increasing drift in and out 

of consciousness.

Appetite reduces: The body knows it no longer needs 

fuel to keep it going, and those who are dying often 

lose their desire to eat or drink. They can begin to 

lose weight, sometimes quite rapidly. It’s important 

not to force food or drink onto someone who no longer 

wants it. But do take guidance from the nursing staff.

Change of language: The person may start to talk 

about ‘leaving’, ‘flying’, ’going home’, ‘being taken 

home’, ‘being collected’, ‘going on ‘holiday’ or making 

some kind of journey. They may also begin to express 

heart-felt gratitude to their cares and to their family as 

a preparation to say their farewells.

Special requests: They may want something special 

such as to visit a particular site, or be surrounded by 

their favourite flower, or to hear certain music, or to 

have family photographs near, or to make contact 

with someone who has been important in their lives.
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  Towards the end of life, the dividing line between 

the outer world and inner world can be very thin. For 

example, we know now from research how, when 

they are nearing death, people are often called by 

an almost organic process to confront and resolve 

unfinished issues from their past, particularly with 

family members.

It is also not uncommon in the weeks or days 

before death for a dying person to speak of being 

‘visited’ by dead relatives, friends, groups of children, 

religious figures, or even favourite pets. They will say 

these apparitions have come to “collect” them or help 

them let go.

Josefine’s Story

My father urged my mother to eat, but she didn’t want to. She told him, “I don’t have to work 

anymore”. He accepted this, because trying to feed a dying person is like watering a dying plant.

She mostly slept. But every so often she became agitated, distressed, and very anxious which 

made it difficult for her to breathe despite having oxygen. It felt as if her anxiety attacks were like 

going into labour – and they were painful birth contractions.

We sat her up. My Dad looked into her eyes and told her: “You are my angel, you always will be 

my angel!”

She weakly smiled at him, and then she calmed and lay back on her pillow.

Eventually she could no longer speak, but she conveyed to us she wanted to look out of the window 

at the trees and parkland which surrounded the hospital.

We moved her bed to the window, and she found the will and energy to sit on the edge of her bed 

for several minutes, looking out at the parkland.

Then she settled back into her bed peacefully. The next evening she died with my father, my sister 

and me sitting by her bed, him gently bending over her, telling us how they had first met.

The male patient asked us to stand one on 

each side of him because he wanted to thank 

us for looking after him. He then looked over 

my shoulder towards the window and said, 

“Hang on, I will be with you in a minute, I just 

want to thank these nurses for looking after 

me”. The patient repeated himself a couple 

of times, then he died.

Peter Fenwick and Elizabeth Fenwick

Authors of the Art of Dying, 2008

END-OF-LIFE EXPERIENCES
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The person may also talk about moving in and 

out of ‘reality’, and describe other- worldly realms. 

They may speak of embarking on a journey, or may 

suddenly stare at a point in the room or turn towards 

the window and experience a sense of amazement, 

joy or wonder.

Even when semi-conscious and unable to 

communicate to those sitting with them, it may appear 

that they are reaching out to take hold of something, 

and then feeling it between their fingers as if puzzled. 

They may also appear to be thinking deeply, as if they 

are being ‘shown’ information that they may not have 

considered before. The dying, and those who witness 

these end-of-life experiences, usually describe them 

with loving, reassuring words such as calming, 

soothing, greeting, comforting, beautiful, readying.

It is not known how many dying people have 

such visions and experiences. But research does 

suggest that they happen in all cultures and religions, 

occurring generally within weeks, days or hours of 

death. 

However, it is probable that many end-of-

life experiences are not reported, because either 

the dying person is afraid of appearing confused 

or distressed, or believes he or she will be given 

medication to stop them happening.

Carers may keep quiet about them because they 

feel it is not professional to talk about such things. Or 

they simply do not have the time to sit with the dying, 

and therefore miss them.

Whether dying persons are telling us of the 

glimpse of the next world or conversing with 

people we can’t see, we should consider 

ourselves immensely blessed when it 

happens.

If we don’t make the mistake of assuming they 

are ‘confused’ we are likely to feel some of the 

excitement they convey.

For we are witnessing the momentary merging 

of two worlds that at all other times remain 

tightly compartmentalized and mutually 

inaccessible.

That merging is what I mean by the spirituality 

of death.

L. Stamford Betty,

Taken from ‘Are They Hallucinations 

or are They Real?’

Omega,2006

...... (To be Continued)

Relatives may not speak about such experiences 

to staff or to family and friends for fear of ridicule or 

disbelief.

Nevertheless, our research suggests that end-

of-life visions and dreams hold profound meaning 

for the dying, and help them come to terms with their 

dying process.
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    Since  2000,  the  Dudjom Buddhist Association 

(International)  has  endeavored  to  advocate  on  the 

importance of “life and death education”. We have invited 

internationally-renowned  scholars  and  experts  to  deliver 

lectures;  and  in  certain  cases,  we  have  cooperated  with 

relevant academic institutions. Lecture and seminar series, 

training programs on “life and death education”, as well as 

information of multi-media publications, including periodical 

journals,  audio-visual materials  and  so on,  are extremely 

lacking in the contemporary society of Hong Kong.

Due to the general lack of knowledge on “life and death 

education”, this will bring fears, psychological damages and/

or even tragedies to both the deceased persons and their 

families before death. At the same time, modern people are 

incapable of constructing a holistic perspective towards life, 

world-view, as well as spiritual quality. As a  result, many 

family and social tragedies occurred in our society.  

The  Dudjom  Buddhist  Association  (International) 

appreciates the great fortune of having the encouragement 

Life and Death Education Series: 
Seminar on “The Light of Life”

and full support from both friends and the general populace. 

Through  an  open  platform  of  fair  competition,  we  have 

successfully  obtained  the  generous  sponsorship  on  6th 

August, 2011 in the second round of the charity activity of 

“Love Ideas, Love HK”, sponsored by the “Li Ka Shing 

Foundation”.  This  becomes  the  main  financial  source 

for our continued advocacy in this year on “life and death 

education” in Hong Kong.  

We are, indeed, most honored to be able to participate 

in  this  profoundly  meaningful  charity  activity  of  “Love 

Ideas, Love HK”,  sponsored  by  the  “Li Ka Shing 

Foundation”,  through a fair, equitable and open platform 

of  fair  competition  by  general  voting  of  “one  person  one 

vote”  in selecting  the different meaningful program  items, 

so that our whole community will be benefited from them. 

The  program  item  that  the  Dudjom  Buddhist  Association 

(International)  has been given  the sponsorship  is entitled 

simply as “Life and Death Education”, which belongs to 

the category of “education”. 

Organized by the Dudjom Buddhist 
Association International Limited 

Co-organized by the Life Enlightenment 
Charity Foundation Limited

of The Li Ka Shing Foundation

Due to Limited Seats Available, 
Reserve Your Seats A.S.A.P.

Don’t Miss This Great Opportunity!
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For  the  aspect  of  “life  education”,  there  are  various 

courses that pertain to those in relations to the value-added 

self-hood and that of the elevation on psychological quality. 

Not only would these enhance one’s working capability, but 

more  importantly,  these would also enhance  the counsel, 

relief and support of one’s spiritual and emotional aspects. 

As  such,  one  can  construct  a  stable,  active  and  positive 

view towards life, with positive value orientations. As for the 

aspect of “death education”, special weight has been given 

to  the  true  understanding  on  the  real  situations  and  true 

meanings of death, as well as  the mastery of  the correct 

ways  to deal with death  issues,  from which one can  then 

become more  zealous  towards  life and  its  living,  through 

one’s  further  upgrading  to  have a much deeper  and  true 

cognition in the meaning of  life. As a result, one can truly 

be living a much happier, more splendid and joyful living.

In  this  regard,  the  Dudjom  Buddhist  Association 

(International) will be holding a seminar on “life and death 

education”  at  the  “Hong Kong Convention  and Exhibition 

Centre”,  at  Wan  Chai,  Hong  Kong  on  5th  August,  2012 

(Sunday) with the following details:

Life & Death Education Series: 
Seminar on “The Light of Life”

Date: 5th August, 2012 (Sunday)
Time: 2:00 to 5:00 P.M.
Venue: Meeting Room S221, Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Centre, Wan Chai, 
Hong Kong (Expo Drive Entrance).

Keynote Speakers & Sub-Topics: 

(1) Ms Evelyn Elsaesser-Valarino – Lessons From 
the Light: What NDEs Teach About Life and Death;

(2) Professor Janice M. Holden – The Role of 
Near-Death Experiences, Deathbed Visions, and 
After-Death Communication in Grief and Grief 
Counseling.

Fees: HK$50; An additional  fee of HK$30 for  those 
requiring  professional  simultaneous  interpretation 

services  with  headphones  (services  available  for 

English to be translated into Cantonese)

(1)   Ms Evelyn Elsaesser-Valarino

    For  over  thirty  years, 

Ms .  E l saesse r -Va l a r i no 

has  devoted  much  of  her 

time  to  research  on  Near-

Death  Experiences  (NDEs) 

and   its   after-effects,   and 

h a s    a u t h o r e d    s e v e r a l 

books  and  articles  on  the 

topic.  She  frequently  gives 

lectures   in   Switzerland,  other 

European  countries,  and  the 

USA,  attending  international 

conferences  and  regularly  contributes  to  their  collective 

publications  and  congress  proceedings.  She  is  the 

European coordinator of IANDS (International Association 

for Near-Death Studies),  as well  as  a  special  advisor  for 

international  relations  of  the  Netzwerk  Nahtoderfahrung 

IANDS Germany, 

    She is also an honorary member of SEDEL (Sociedad 

Española  para  la  Difusión  de  la  Espiritualidad,  that  is, 

the Spanish Society  for  the Diffusion  of Spirituality).  She 

further serves as a coordinator of the Scientific and Medical 

Network  SMN  of  Switzerland  for  many  years,  and  is  a 

member of the scientific committee and honorary member 

of  INREES  (Institut  de  Recherche  sur  les  Expériences 

Extraordinaires,  that  is,  the  Research  Institute  for 

Extraordinary Experiences) in Paris.

    Furthermore,  her  book  entitled  “On  the  Other  Side 

of  Life:  Exploring  the  Phenomenon  on  the  Near-Death 

Experience” (柳暗花明又一生, published in six languages); 

and  another  co-authored  book  with  professor  emeritus 

Kenneth Ring entitled “Lessons From the Light: What We 

Can Learn From the Near-Death Experience” (穿透生死迷

思, published in ten languages) have been published by the 

Chinese publisher Yuan-Liou in Taipei, Taiwan.

Ms. Evelyn Elsaesser-
Valarino

Short Introduction of 
Keynote Speakers:
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Synopsis of Topic: 

    Three  major  aspects  of  the  Near-Death  Experience 

(NDE) will be presented in this talk, namely: 

(i)         The Life review  – NDErs  view  in  three  dimensions, 

in full color, sound, and scent and out of  time, every 

single event of  their  lives. They come  to understand 

how  their  actions,  words,  and  even  thoughts,  have 

affected  the  persons  involved  in  the  scene  they 

review.  They  gain  a  holistic  understanding  of  the 

impact of  their deeds, the ones they are proud of as 

well as the more negative ones, by reliving the event 

not only from their own perspective but also from the 

one of the persons involved. The life review is highly 

transformative  and  pedagogic  because  it  confronts 

us with our  intrinsic  responsibility  towards our  fellow 

humans and entails an empathic identification with all 

the persons we come across during our lifetime.

(ii)     The After-effects of NDEs – NDEs provoke a massive 

and fundamental questioning of values and objectives 

and the way to live one’s life. The major After-effects 

of NDEs concern the conception of life and death and 

self-conception, as well as social and material issues. 

These  personality  changes  have  heavy  implications 

in  the  lives  of  NDErs  which  will  be  presented  and 

analyzed.

(iii)      The  “Lessons from the Light”  –  NDEs  trigger  a 

profound change in attitude and belief systems, mainly 

due to an encounter with a “Being of Light” which is the 

core experience of this phenomenon. These “Lessons 

from the Light” are accessible not only to NDErs but to 

all individuals who learn about NDEs and deepen their 

understanding of this transpersonal experience.

(2) Prof. Janice M. Holden

    Prof.  Janice  M.  Holden, 

E d . D . ,  i s   p r o f e s s o r   o f 

counseling,  and  Chair  of  the 

Department   of   Counseling 

and  Higher  Education  at  the 

University  of  North  Texas, 

Denton,  Texas,  USA.  Her 

primary  specialization  is  the 

transpersonal  perspective  in 

counseling,  with  implications 

on   experiences   that  transcend 

the  usual  limits  of  space  and 

time,  and  their  associated  developmental  potential.  In 

particular,  she  has  researched  near-death  experiences 

(NDEs), with  over  30  journal  articles,  book  chapters  and 

numerous presentations. 

    Dr. Holden served six years on the Board of Directors 

of  the  International  Association  for  Near-Death  Studies 

(IANDS)  since  2000,  and  was  their  past  President  for 

three years. Among other major works, she authored  the 

Near-Death Experiences: Index to the Periodical Literature 

through 2005, the Near-Death Experiences, Part 1: 

Recognizing a Pleasurable Near-Death Experience,  and 

lead-edited  The Handbook of Near-Death Experience: 

Thirty Years of Investigation  (2009,  Praeger),  in  which 

leading  researchers  in  the  field  of  near-death  studies 

provided comprehensive, critical reviews of all NDE-related 

research through 2005; and serves currently as the editor 

of  the Journal of Near-Death Studies.  Dr.  Holden  is  a 

Texas Licensed Professional Counselor-Supervisor, Texas 

Licensed  Marriage  and  Family  Therapist,  and  National 

Certified Counselor in the United States of America. 

Synopsis of Topic:
 

    Research   on   three   transpersonal   experiences 

surrounding death – near-death experiences, deathbed 
visions, and after-death communication – indicates that 
they are virtually always a source of comfort, reassurance, 

and hope to the bereaved. In this talk, Dr. Holden will define 

and  provide  examples  of  each  type  of  experience,  will 

present  research  results  that  indicate  the overwhelmingly 

beneficial effects of these experiences for the bereaved, and 

will explain how counselors and other health professionals 

can  interact  with  the  bereaved  about  these  experiences 

in ways that best promote the progression of  the grieving 

process and the general well-being of the bereaved.

Prof. Janice M. Holden
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For Official to Fill Out

Registration No.:____________________ Ticket No.:A__________________ , B_________________

Application Form:

Name:_______________________  Tel:__________________ Email:________________________

Address:___________________________________________________________________

I would like to order tickets as follows:

_________ticket(s)  at  HK$50  each,  and/or  _________ticket(s)  at  HK$80  each  (HK$80  ticket  includes 

professional  simultaneous  interpretation  service  to  have  English  to  be  translated  into  Cantonese  with 

headphone);

Total amount in HK$____________, Directly Deposit / Cash / Cheque ________________________

Dudjom Buddhist Association International Limited Tel Fax
URL : http://www.dudjomba.org.hk Email : info@dudjomba.org.hk

Payment Methods:

1) Cheque Mailing: Please  fill  in  the application  form with  the  total  amount  in  a  crossed  cheque payable  to 
“Dudjom Buddhist  Association  International  Limited”,  and  send  them directly  to  our  address  at: 4/F, Federal 
Centre, 77 Sheung On Street, Chaiwan, Hong Kong; OR

2) Direct Deposit: Directly  deposit  the  total  amount  to  the  bank  account  of  “Dudjom  Buddhist  Association 
International Limited” at Hong Kong Bank: Hong Kong Dollar Saving A/C No: 579-2-006529. After which, please 
send the deposit slip together with the filled-in application form by post to our address, or fax them to (852) 3157-
1144. 

Ticket(s) and receipt(s) will be sent back to you (via your full address) by post.
Please call us for enquiry at (852) 2558-3680, 
or email to info@dudjomba.org.hk

You can also download the Application Form from our website at http://www.dudjomba.org.hk, or call us to fax 

you the Application Form. After you have filled in the form, please send it back to us, together with the necessary 

amount, by either fax or mail. Thank you very much!



The notion and plan of the “Life 

Enlightenment Hospital” is a totally 

new, innovative and unique large 

project on medical services. The 

core of the project is initially to 

establish a full service private 

hospital with 260 beds. Besides the 

provisions of general medical care, 

it will also provide an innovative 

integrated holistic caring service 

that has never been provided by 

hospitals and other institutions 

before. This unique kind of “end-of-

life care” will comprise of the following:

1. Death Education, and knowledge on course of the 

after-death world – to eliminate the patients’ feeling 

of loss towards death and fear;

2. Palliative care before death – including care service 

for the dying persons’ relatives and caregivers;

3. An all-round “end-of-life care” and after-death 

services – caring services for the dead at the 

crucial moments of death and 

dying, as well as the “guiding 

services for both the few hours, 

and (for navigating through the 

critical period) within 49 days, 

after death”.

In fact, modern people have a very 

limited understanding on death. 

Currently, the services provided are 

very incomplete and fragmented, such 

that it makes the dying persons and their 

relatives to have suffered, especially 

from the flaws and faults that are 

caused by the present death and dying 

services. The scientific knowledge on 

brain cognition in advanced modern 

sciences has unveiled the fact that 

“human cognition” does not necessarily 

occur only in the human brain. There are 

some cardiac arrest patients who have 

suffered from their health problems and 

had gone through the “Near-Death Experiences” 

(NDEs), as well as those who have revived from their 

deaths, due to various causes, and had also gone 

through the “Near-Death Experiences”. These people 

could provide lots of relevant information in providing  

a clue that deceased persons could still have their 

“cognitive ability” even after “clinical death”. These 

empirical experiments, which have been conducted 

by world-renowned authoritative scientists with their 

reports published in scientific journals, have found to 

be strong proofs with solid scientific evidence.       

The Project on the "Life
Enlightenment Hospital"

The Project on the "Life Enlightenment Hospital"
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Scientists have found that about 10-15% of those 

cardiac arrest patients who had been confirmed as 

“clinically dead” (that is, the cessations of breaths, 

heart beats and brain functions) could be revived by 

“cardiopulmonary resuscitation” (CPR) from death. 

Their “experiences of clinical death” could provide 

solid scientific evidence in proving that the human 

“consciousness and awareness” continue to exist 

during the “state of death”. 

In fact, the findings of at least 

five scientific researches 

conducted independently in 

England, USA and Holland 

have shown that about 10% 

of those patients who have 

later survived, after suffering 

from acute cardiac arrest 

and were confirmed as in 

the “state of clinical death”, were found that they still 

had their “continuation of consciousness” during that 

time period. 

This “continuation of consciousness” of a person 

never cease even during the “state of clinical death”. 

This discovery has a strong and significant meaning 

to it, which has confirmed the fact that it does not 

mean that nothing will remain after death, but instead, 

the “continuation of consciousness” of a person 

still continues to keep on functioning. In fact, these 

relevant researches and their findings had now been 

published in such renowned medical journals as 

“Resuscitation” and “The Lancet”, where availed 

relevant research reports. 

Dr. Sam Parnia, as Chairman of the “Horizon 

Research Foundation”, an independent organization 

focused on research of the “mental states of human 

beings during terminal moments”, has announced the 

launching of a large-scale research project during the 

“Symposium on Human Consciousness” held by the 

United Nations in September of 2008. This is a large-

scale research experiment on the topic of “whether 

there is the continuation of 

consciousness and awareness 

at the moment of death”? This 

research project would last 

for three years, and has been 

carried out by 25 physicians 

from nine different hospitals in 

both England and USA. This 

research project has sampled 

on researching 1,500 patients 

who had survived cardiac arrest, which is led by Dr. 

Sam Parnia, the Honorary Senior Clinical Researcher 

at the University of Southampton, UK, together 

with Dr. Peter Fenwick, an authoritative Neuro-

psychiatrist. 

The numerous research findings of the different 

experiments have confirmed that the “consciousness 

and cognitive ability” of human beings continue 

to exist even after death. Furthermore, it has also 

shown that the physical bodies still have not yet died 

completely after a few hours to a few days, and so 

special caring services for them are much needed. 

In fact, a related large-scale study of near-death 

experiences has already been launched. Therefore, 

Life Enlightenment
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the palliative care services before death, the end-

of-life care services, and the “guiding services after 

death” are clearly all extremely important for the 

dying persons. If the dying person has received 

the necessary “Death Education” while one is still 

alive, and has learned the necessary knowledge on 

the operations of the “World After Death”, they will 

definitely understand the 

importance of the “end-

of-life care services”. As 

a result, the society will 

have a huge demand 

for this kind of service. 

Unfortunately, there is still 

not a single institution that 

can provide such type of 

comprehensive services 

at the present moment. Such a fault is, indeed, a 

great regret for all human beings, but, at the same 

time, it is actually a great business opportunity. As 

such, in order to assist the dying persons to have real 

and civilized cares during their last journeys in life, 

the “Life Enlightenment Charity Foundation Limited” 

has proposed to establish this Special Project on the 

“Life Enlightenment Hospital”.

 “Life Enlightenment Charity 
Foundation” *

“Life Enlightenment Charity Foundation 

Limited” (herein known as the “Foundation”) 

actively advocates the Special Project on 

the “Life Enlightenment Hospital”, through 

playing the role of a charity body. Upon 

the completion of this Special Project, the 

“Foundation” will re-invest all the amounts 

of profits gained from this operation for 

other charity projects, so that this innovative 

project of great potential can help to nurture 

numerous other charity projects and items, with its 

sustainable resources to be perpetually developing, 

without ever drying up. The “Foundation” anticipates 

that this Special Project of the “Life Enlightenment 

Hospital” would create great demands in Hong 

Kong, the Mainland, and even for the whole world, 

due to its innovativeness and 

uniqueness (especially on the 

various integral components 

of the end-of-life care, 

education on death, as well 

as the continuity of the holistic 

integrated services). Hence, 

upon the completion of its 

structure and the launching 

of its operation in Hong 

Kong, the “Life Enlightenment Hospital” will become 

a unique role model of its own, so that its mode of 

operations would then be further extended to the rest 

of China, and to the global market of the whole world 

in a “franchise manner”. 

It is estimated that the total investments for the first 

phase of development for the “Life Enlightenment 

Hospital” will require HK$2.7 billion. As this Special 

Project will have new sources of income coming from 

its innovative services (such as the “end-of-life care” 

The Project on the "Life Enlightenment Hospital"
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services, etc.), therefore it is 

expected that the payback 

period for this project 

would be around seven 

years. Furthermore, the 

“Foundation” is exploring 

its feasibility on all sorts 

and styles of financing 

alternatives, which may 

take different formats of 

financial cooperation with public and/or private 

organizations, and direct investments of individuals, 

as well as loans, subsidies, and/or donations.

   

We strongly believe this Special Project on the “Life 

Enlightenment Hospital” can actually cater for the real 

needs of dying persons, and will really provide the real 

caring services for their last journeys in life while living 

in a civilized society, all of which will simultaneously 

create a whole new market. Therefore, this is, indeed, 

a project that is both of a charitable nature and of 

great commercial opportunities. 

* “Life Enlightenment Charity Foundation Limited” 

is a registered charity body in the Hong Kong 

Special Administration Region of China. The general 

public can find evidence on the Hong Kong Special 

Administration Region Government website at URL: 

http://www.ird.gov.hk/chi/tax/ach_search.htm

No Restrictions on Any 
Religious Beliefs

Many people might have misunderstood that the all-

rounded “end-of-life care services” during and after 

death – especially the “guiding services for both the 

few hours, and (for navigating through the critical 

period) within 49 days, after 

death” – would let this Special 

Project on the “Life Enlightenment 

Hospital” to be restricted by 

and confined with the religious 

norms of “Tibetan Buddhism”? 

The answer is totally negative, 

that is, there are absolutely no 

restrictions at all on any religious 

beliefs. This is because the 

“World After Death” is a kind of environment that exist 

in Nature, and its Law of Evolution is well beyond any 

religious norms. In this regard, the kind of spiritual 

guidance for all human beings, and even for all 

sentient beings, to select for the right paths, while 

protecting them from falling into dangerous pitfalls, 

when entering into the “World After Death” should be 

a kind of universal education and basic knowledge, 

and is thus not confined to any religions. As such, this 

Special Project on the “Life Enlightenment Hospital” 

is suitable for all human, and sentient, beings. Yet, 

on the other hand, this Special Project will not hinder 

anyone to conduct any kind of religious rituals and 

ceremonies. Indeed, it 

can be described as 

the best place of help 

and guidance, in terms 

of spiritual shelter and 

refuge, for all human, 

and sentient, beings. It is 

also the best place of spiritual assistance in guiding 

one’s spiritual “life” to be uplifted, and to become 

“enlightened” eventually and successfully. From the 

deepest of our hearts, we hereby sincerely wish and 

pray that such a perfect kind of “Life Enlightenment 

Hospital” would soon be established !

Life Enlightenment
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